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, Abstract

The jeweler's refractometer ofers a simple method of determiningthe refractive indices
of any mineral having a single polished surface of at least I mm2 to a precision of about
0.fi)2. For some crystallographic orientations of the polished surface of anisotropic
crystals, it is necessaryto determine the anglesthe vibration directions of the measured
refractive indices make with the polished surface. This is accomplishedby viewing the
refractometer scalethrough a rotatable polarizing filter on which the transmissiondirection
is indicated. With the knowledge of these angles,it is possibleto tell if a crystal is uniaxial
or biaxial: in uniaxial crystals to distinguish arfrom e and tell the optic sign, and in biaxial
crystals to identify all three refractive indices and thus determine the optic sign. Similar
measurementscan be made on a single mineral grain in a polished thin section. Also the
indices of refraction of immersion liquids can be quickly determined with the refractometer.
pal refractive indices and the optic sign; and for biaxial
crystals, the three principal refractive indices and the
By the end of the nineteenthcentury the Abbd-Pulfrich optic sign. Using the refractometer, the samedata can be
refractometer was in use in many laboratories for the obtained on a single mineral grain in a polished thin
section. The refractometer also offers a quick and easy
determination of the optical properties of minerals. It is
way
to determine the refractive index of an immersion
but
adjustment,
careful
instrument
requiring
an elaborate
liquid.
in the proper hands the three refractive indices of biaxial
The simplicity of the refractometer and its straightforcrystals could be measured with an accuracy of 0.0002.
ward
method of determining refractive index was recogreporting
Numerous paperswritten describingits use and
nized by McKague (1971). However, he was apparently
data obtained with it were summarizedbriefly by Wright
(1911,p. 98-100).But with the advent of the immersion unaware of the extent to which optical properties of
crystals were obtained by early users of the Abb6method and its wide adoption as a means of refractive
refractometer. Had he been, he could have
gradually
Pulfrich
abanindex determination, the mineralogist
presenteda more compelling case, not only for the use of
doned the refractometer. Most modern textbooks on
optical crystallography mention the instrument and give the jeweler's refractometer in teaching mineralogy' but
also for mineral identification.
the principle on which it operatesbut do not elaborateon
McKague (1971)gives examples of the measurements
it as a working tool. However, the gemologist, eagerfor
nondestructive tests on cut and polished gemstones, obtained when the polished surface of the crystal is
recognized the potential of the refractometer in gem parallel to one or another ofthe principal optical planesor
identification. The first efficient jeweler's refractometer has a random orientation, that is, is inclined to them all.
Four examples are given for uniaxial crysals and ten for
was developed by G. F. Herbert Smith (1905). With
various improvements in design and construction, the biaxial crystals. In only three of the fourteen examples
refractometer is today the most important instrument does he interpret the measurementsto give unequivocal
results. For the remaining eleven examples,the measureused for gem determination.
The mineralogistcould also profit by use of this simple ments leave in doubt the uniaxial or biaxial character of
instrument in determining the optical properties of miner- the crystal, its optic sign, or both.
The following discussionillustrates how for any orienals. The only requirement, and perhaps the reason the
tation
of apolished surfaceon a uniaxial or biaxial crystal
refractometeris little used, is that the crystal under study
definitive answers can be obtained. The basic design of
must have a flat polished surface with a minimum area of
the jeweler's refractometer and the principle on which it
I mm2. Having met this requirement, the following information can be obtained: for isotropic substances, the operates are given by McKague (1971) and in most
single refractive index; for uniaxial crystals, both princi- gemologytexts (e.g., Hurlbut and Switzer, 1979,p. 6).
Introduction
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However, these will be restated briefly to aid those
unfamiliar with the instrument in interpreting the measurements.
The refractometer
Several jeweler's refractometers are commercially
availablewith which refractive index (n) is determinedto
+0.002 on the principle of total reflection and the critical
angle. Central to them all is a polished, high refractive
index (n - 1.90)glassprism, hemisphereor hemicylinder.
The instrument in most common use in the United States
is the Duplex II, manufacturedby Gem Instruments,
SantaMonica, California, which employs a hemicylinder.
A schematic,longitudinal section through the instrument
is shown in Figure l. The polished surface of the mineral
under study (here referred to as plane P) is placed on the
flat polished surface of the hemicylinder but separated
from it by a film of liquid. The liquid is to ensure optical
contact and must have a refractive index higher than that
of the mineral. The index of the contact liquid supplied
with the refractometeris about 1.81.Sincethe liquid must
have a higher index than that of the mineral, the maximum measurablerefractiveindex is about 1.80.The index
liquidswith n > 1.78,commonlypresentin mineralogical
laboratories, should not be used; they are corrosive and
etch the lead-glasshemicylinder.
Light enters through a ground glass at the back of the
instrument and passesthrough the hemicylinder, striking
the mineral at varying anglesof incidence. When the light
rays are at anglesless than the critical angle(C.A.), they
pass upward through the mineral, but when greater than
the critical angle, they are totally reflected back through
the hemicylinder to fall on a transparentscale.The image
of the scale is reflected by a mirror and is observed
through a lens system. The position on the scale of the
boundary separatinglight from dark positions, called the
shadow edge, indicates the mineral's refractive index
(Fig. 2). When using white light, the shadow edge is a
narrow band of spectral colors caused by dispersion of
both hemicylinder and mineral. Thus, for precise readings, monochromaticlight should be used.
For isotropic substancesthe singlerefractive index can
be read directly from the scale as shown for spinel in
Figure 2, where n = 1.720.The faint shadowedgein the
figureat l.8l indicatesthe refractiveindex ofthe conracr

Fig. l. Longitudinal section through jeweler's refractometer
showing light reflected at the critical angle (C.A.) for spinel.

AB
Fig. 2. (A) Top view of refractometer hemicylinder and scale
imageas seenthrough eyepiece.Angles H, rotation of mineral on
hemicylinder, and V, rotation of cap polarizer, are shown.
Arrows on polarizer indicate transmission direction. Angles H
and V are used in determining indices of anisotropic crystals. In
the illustration H = l5', V : 0". (B) Enlarged scalewith reading
for spinel,1.720.The shadowedgeat 1.810indicatesthe indexof
the contact liquid.

liquid. The determination of the refractive indices of
anisotropic crystals is not as simple as for isotropic but
can be easily accomplished as explained below.

Anisotropic crystals
In working with anisotropic crystals, keep in mind that
light traveling through them in any direction, except along
an optic axis, is broken into two rays vibrating at right
anglesto each other and to the direction ofpropagation.
Light moves through the refractometer from left to right
(Fig. 1), parallel to the long dimension of the instrument.
At the critical angle, it is moving through the crystal in
directionOC' (Fig. l). and, in general,is vibratingas two
mutually perpendicular rays rit right angles to OC'. Becausethese polarized rays have different refractive indices, their total reflection gives rise to two shadow edges
on the scale.Whenthe scaleis viewedthrougha polarizing filter placed over the eyepiece,one edge disappears
as the polarizer is turned; a 90" rotation of the polarizer
will eliminate the other edge (see Fig. 5). The elimination
of one edgetends to sharpenthe reading of the other, and
for this purpose the refractometer is supplied with a
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rotatable cap polarizer. If the transmission direction of
the cap polarizer is known, it is possible to determine the
vibration direction of each ray and its orientation with
respect to the contact plane, P. The ability to do this
makespossiblethe determination of all refractive indices
of anisotropic crystals.
For any anisotropic crystal, except for special orientations that will be noted, one or both of the observed
refractive index readings changeas the crystal is rotated
on the surface of the hemicylinder of the refractometer.
The diference between the greatestreading of the higher
index and the least reading ofthe lower index in all cases
is the birefringence.This information sufficesfor identification of some minerals. However, to determine whether
a crystal is uniaxial or biaxial and its optic sign, it is
necessary in many instances to know the angle the
vibration direction of the observed refractive index
makes with plane P. For simplicity in the following
discussion,this vertical angle will be designatedas angle
V, and the horizontal angle through which a crystal has
been rotated on plane P will be designated as angle H
(Fie. 2A).
Angle V can be measured using a polarizing cap on
which the transmission direction is indicated. When a
vibration direction is perpendicular to plane P, V : 0';
when it is parallel to P, V : 90o(see Fig. 5). Rotation of
the polarizer to determine intermediate vibration directions is (-) if clockwise, (+) if counterclockwise.An
adequateinterpretation can be made knowing that V is 0o,
90o,or merely has some intermediate value. Only for a
complete optical orientation of a biaxial crystal must the
values of both V and H be determined to within a few
degrees.
Since we are concerned with determining refractive
indices in vibration directions, an indicatrix offers an
ideal model to help visualize the results obtained with
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Fig. 4. Variationsof refractiveindex readingsof a positive
uniaxialcrystalasit is rotatedon thesurfaceof therefractometer
hemicylinder.(A) Optic axis lies in planeP. (B) Optic axis is
perpendicular
to planeP. (C) Randomorientationofplane P.
diferent orientations ofplane P. Indicatrices, both uniaxial (Fie. 3) and biaxial (Fie. 7), are figures constructed by
plotting the refractive indices in the directions of their
vibrations. In each ofthe several orientations that will be
discussed,one should picture plane P as passingthrough
the center of the indicatrix. Most readerswill be familiar
with indicatrices which are used to aid interpretation of
observationsmade with the polarizing microscope.Those
unfamiliar with them are referred to Bloss (1961, p. 70,
r52\.
Uniaxial crystals

Fig. 3. Uniaxial indicatrix of a positive crystal. After Bloss
(l%1, p. 76).

Light moving through uniaxial crystals is broken into
the ordinary (O) ray vibrating at right anglesto the optic
axis, the c crystal axis, and the extraordinary (E) ray
vibrating in the principal section, that is, a section containing the optic axis. The index of the O ray, ro, is
constant; the index of the E ray, e' , varies with orientation and is designatedas a principal index, e, only when
vibrating parallel to the optic axis. When rrr ( e, the
crystal is (+), as in Figures 3 and 4; when <.r> e, the
crystal is (-).
For uniaxial crystals there are three possibleconditions
for the orientation of plane P with respectto the indicatrix
(Fig. 3). (l) The optic axis lies in plane P. (2) The optic
axis is perpendicularto plane P. (3) A random orientation,
i.e., any orientationother than I or 2.
1. The optic axis lies in plane P (Fig. 4A). When the
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optic axis is parallel to the long dimension of the refractometer (H = 0', Fig. 4A), there is a single index reading,
ar. As the crystal is turned, ar remains constant but a
second reading e', appears. The diference between the
two indices reachesa maximum after a rotation of 90". In
this position e is measuredvibrating parallel to the optic
axis. Figure 4,4,illustrates the variation of the refractive
index of quartz with plane P a prism face. With ar( e, the
crystal is optically positive.
2. The optic axis is perpendicular to plane p (Fig. 4B).
In this specialorientation there are two constant readings
for all values of H. The vibration direction of e is vertical
with V = 0"; the vibration direction of aris horizontal with
V = 90'. One can, therefore, tell which index is greater
and thus the optic sign. Figure 5 shows the refractometer
readings for a negative crystal, tourmaline, when the
optic axis is perpendicular to plane P.
3. Random orientation of plane P (Fig. 4C). As the
crystal is turned on the refractometer, one index, ar,
remains constant; the other, e', varies in a range either
higher or lower, but in no position does it equal or. Note,
however, that this situation, with one variable and one
constant index, may also obtain in a biaxial crystal (see
below). A distinction can be made by determining the V
angleofthe constantindex at any H position. IfV = 0",
the crystal is biaxial. If V has any other value, the crystal
is uniaxial and the highest(or lowest) value of the variable
index is e.
The cleavageplanes of calcite have a random orientation with respect to the indicatrix. It is thus nearly
impossible to measure e using the immersion method,
because 99+% of the mineral grains lie on a cleavage
surface. But if a smooth cleavageplane is placed on the
hemicylinder of the refractometer, values of both arand e
can be obtained in a few seconds.Figure 6 illustrates the
orientation of a cleavagerhobohedron of calcite in which
both indices can be measured simultaneouslv. Var :
-45': Ve = 145".

Fig. 6. Calciterhombohedron
in positionto givereadings
of <,r
and e.
is a triaxial ellipsoid so constructedthat the three mutually perpendicular semiaxes coincide with the vibration
directions of the principal refractive indices and have
lengths proportional to these indices. The principal indices, e, B, and y, are representedin Figure 7 respectively
by OX, OY, and OZ. Index a is the least, 7 the greatest,
and B intermediate. The birefringenceis 7 - a. A crystal
is (+) if B is closerto a than to 7, and (-) if B is closerto 7
than to a. If B lies midway between d and 7, the optic sign
is indeterminate.
For any orientation of a single polished surface P on a
biaxial crystal, the three indices can be obtained. lndices
c and 7, and for some orientations B, can be determined
without noting angle V. For other orientations it is
necessaryto determine V to identify p.
In generalthere are two readingsobservedfor a biaxial
crystal, both of which vary as the crystal is rotated on
plane P. Two variable readings indicate the crystal is
biaxial, not uniaxial. But there are three special orientations in which one reading remains constant. These are
when one of the principal optical directions, X, Y, or Z,is
perpendicularto plane P.

Biaxial crystals
The relation of the three refractive indices of biaxial
crystals and their vibration directions can be best visualizedby reference to the biaxial indicatrix, Figure 7. This

Fig. 5. Refractive indices of tourmaline as observedwith the
optic axis perpendicularto plane P. (A) Readingsof arand e. (B)
Readingfor e only with polarizing cap at V : 0.. (C) Readingfor
r.r only with polarizing cap at V = 90.. Arrows indicate
transmissiondirection.

Biaxial indicatrix. After Bloss (l!),61,p. 152).
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orientation p, vibrating in the Ydirection, is constant and
V = 0'(Fig. 8B). The lowest reading of the variable index
is a and the highest reading is 7. On rotating through an
angle of 180'on plane P, there are two positions at which
the variable index will equal B and only one reading is
observed. These are when light moves parallel to the
optic axes and vibrates in the circular sections. The
difference between the H readings at these two positions
is equal to the optic angle.
3. Z is perpendicular to P, the XY plane. With this
orientation, the readingfor 7, vibrating in the Z direction,
is constant (Fig. 8C). On rotating the crystal, the variable
reading will range from c, the least, to B, the greatest'
The sameambiguity exists as when X is perpendicularto
P. That is, is the crystal uniaxial or biaxial? If for the
constant reading V : 0o, the crystal is biaxial. For a
uniaxial crystal, V of the constant reading would have
some other value.
9'oo
McKague (1971) illustrates several partially random
B
orientations for biaxial crystals but does not interpret
.9c
them to obtain B and the optic sign. When these orientao
tions are consideredas sectionsthrough the indicatrix, it
l5o'
lzo'
90"
60t
H.O
30'
is possible to arrive at unambiguous solutions without
c
determining V angles.However, they will not be considFig. 8. Variationsof refractiveindex readingsof a positive ered individually here, for they can be resolved in the
biaxial crystal with specialorientationsof plane P. (A) X
same manner as the general case, that is, as completely
perpendicular
to P. (B) fperpendicularto P. (C)Z perpendicular random orientations of plane P, described next.
to P.
When P is a random section, two variable readingswill
be observedin the refractometer (Fig. l0); p is either the
lowest reading ofthe higher index or the highest reading
of the lower index. After obtaining valuesfor a and 7, the
1. X is perpendicularto P, the YZ plane. In this case a,
shadowedgesare observedas the crystal is rotated. Ifthe
vibrating in the X direction is constant (Fig. 8A). The
readingdecreasesto a value less than the midpoint
higher
greater
range
than a and
variable reading will always be
between a and 7, B is obviously closer to a than to 7 and
from B, the least, to 7, the greatest.One constant and one
the crystal is positive (Fig. 10). (Similarly, if the lower
variable readingalso result from a uniaxial crystal when P
readingpassesthe midpoint, the crystal is negative.) Tfte
is a random plane. That the crystal is biaxial can be
passing
of the midpoint between a and y by the curve
If
V
V
the
index.
constant
determinedby noting angle of
indicating the higher index (Fig. l0) indicates only that
= 0o, the crystal is biaxial.
In the micasX is perpendicularor nearly perpendicular the crystalsis positive; it does not necessaribmean that
to the excellent clevage.Thus, using the cleavagesurface the curve minimum rs B. The maximum of the lowercurve
could be B. The method of determiningwhich readingis B
as plane P, a (V - 0o) can be readily obtained (Fie. 9).
is given in the following paragraph.
Such a determination is nearly impossible with the imWith P a random plane, a secondsituation may exist in
mersion method using random grain mounts.
which
neither shadow edge passesthe midpoint between
2. Y is perpendicular to P, the XZ plane. In this
a and yas the crystal is rotated on the hemicylinder. Is B
the lowest reading of the hieher index or the highest

K..........H::!l-z-r.........)

c
Fig. 9. Mica cleavageon refractometer in position to give a
and Treadings.

Fig. 10. Variation of refractometer readingswith P a random
section of a biaxial crystal. Since the minimum reading of the
higher index is less than (a + 7)12,the crystal is positive'
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r.625

24. A bit of wax is stuck on the mineral opposite the
polished surface and a pin pressed into the wax to lie
1.614
parallel to plane P. In its initial setting, the mineral is
placed on the hemicylinder with the point of the pin above
the 0o mark on the scale. As the crystal is rotated, H
anglesare determined by the position of the pin point.
The method of obtaining the angular coordinatesof the
Fig. ll. Variation of the observedrefractive indices of
planep is (ll0), a X and Z directions is illustrated using tremolite as an
tremoliteasit is rotatedon therefractometer.
randomsection;thec axisis takenasH = 0., V anglesarenoted examplewith plane P a {110}cleavagesurface.The c axis,
at significantH positions.
the intersection of the {l l0} cleavages,is taken as H : 0o;
that is, the pointer pin would be parallel to c, the length of
the cleavagefragment. Thus in the zero position, the c
axis is at right angles to the long dimension of the
reading of the lower index? There is a simple solution to
the problem. The V anglesof the two possible B readings hemicylinder. The observationson tremolite are shown in
are determined. For one reading, V : 0"; for the other, Figure ll.
The highestindex, 7 0.625), is observedat H : 7'. At
V I 0". The index measuredat V : 0', called p,, is
position, V : 75" (Fig. l2A). The lowest index, a
this
ignored, and the index measuredat the other position is
(1.599),
is reachedat H : 120'; here V : 30'(Fig. 12C).
as
shown
in Figure 11.
B,
These two sets of angular coordinates-H : 7", V = 75",
Checkingthe validity of the method of obtaining B with
P a random plane is an interesting and instructive exer- and H = 120",V : 30'-determine respectively the Z and
X directions and can be plotted stereographically. Since
cise. It involves determining two angular coordinates, H
the X, Y, and,Z directions are mutually perpendicular,
and V, for both a and y, respectively the X and.Z
directions of the indicatrix, and projecting them stereo- great circles drawn on the stereographicprojection at 90"
graphically. H is the horizontal angle through which the to X and Z will intersectat I(Fig. l3). From the position
crystal is rotated on the hemicylinder in a clockwise of this point, the H and V angles for the vibration
direction from a zero position. V is the angle of a direction of B can be obtained. For tremolite the coordinatesof Y areH = 90", V : -65'. With the crystal turned
vibration direction from the vertical: (-) clockwise, (+)
to
H = 90o,one will find the lowest value of the higher
counterclockwise(seeFig. 24).1
reading
with V : -65", as shown in Figures 11 and l2B.
The normal procedure, as has been described, of
obtaining refractive indices with the refractometer is to This is the B index (1.614).The highest value of the lower
rotate the crystal on the hemicylinder until the highest reading,F' (n: 1.606),has coordinatesofH : 50", V :
0', which in no way correspond to the projected direction
and lowest index readings are observed and noting the V
ofL
anglesat these positions. It is generally not necessaryto
The stereogram(with (l l0) polar) ofthe H and V angles
measureV precisely but to note only that it is 0", 90o,or
an intermediate value. Except for special reasons (see is constructed on tracing paper overlying a stereographic
Fig. 8B), it is unnecessaryto determineangleH. Howev- net. In its initial position, a zero mark on the tracing is
er, for a complete optical orientation of the crystal, the placed over H = 0'ofthe net. To locate Z, the tracing is
angular coordinates,V and H, must be determinedto rotated to bring its zero mark to H : 7" and V plotted at
*75" along the horizontal diameter. For X, zero of the
within a few degrees.
tracing
is rotated to H : 120"and V plotted at *30o along
The vibration directions ofthe observed indices, the V
angles, can be obtained by rotating the cap polarizer. the horizontal diameter. Figure 13illustrates the completed stereogramrotated to the inital zero position.
Angle H is less easily determined but can be measuredin
the following way. Radial lines about 0.75 in. long are
scored on a plastic sheet (0.005-0.007in. thick) at 10.
Determination of refractive index of minerals in
intervals. The plastic sheet is then cut to fit around the
thin sections
polished surfaceof the hemicylinder which is I in x 0.25
A technique for the determination of the refractive
in. and extends about 0.010 in. above the top plate of the
indices
of minerals in thin sections (without coverslips)
refractometer. The plastic sheet is then cemented to the
using
dispersion
staining and oil immersion was develtop plate with the 0omark at the right, as shown in Figure
oped by Laskowski and others (1979). The accuracy
obtained is impressive: refractive indices to i0.001.
I If observed directly,
However, the method is involved, requiring special mia clockwise rotation of the polarizer
croscopeaccessories.Also, before measurementscan be
gives a (+) V reading. However, because one observes the
refractometerscaleas a reflected image, it is the mirror image of
made, a thin cut must be made through a properly
the vibration that is measuredby angle V. Thus a counterclock- oriented grain of the thin section to the glass below and
wise rotation of the polarizer is recorded as (+) V and a
the correct immersion liquid selectedby trial and error.
clockwise rotation as (-) V.
Although slightly less accurate, the jeweler's refrac-
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Fig. 13. Stereographicprojection of the principal optical
directionsof tremolite, X and Z are projectedfrom H and V
readingsobtainedwith the refractometer.I is locatedby the
intersectionof great cinclesdrawn throughX and Z. H is the
observedhorizontalangle.V is the observedverticalanglewith
+V to the right and -V to the left.

viewing the section using a low-power objective, the grain
is outlined with an opaque, water-soluble ink, and the
surrounding grains for a radius of 5 mm are coated with
the ink. When the ink is dry, the section is placed,
polished side down, on the hemicylinder with the grain at
its center. Any immersion liquid with n greater than that
of the mineral may be used as contact liquid between
section and hemicylinder. Refractive index measurements of all indices can then be made in the manner I
described on the previous pages.
I have determined refractive indices of mineral grains
Fig. 12. Tremolite on refractometerat positionsto give in only a few (20) polished thin sections, but the results
readingsof the threerefractiveindices.(A) Readingfor y. (B) have been most satisfying. [n only eleven cases was it
Readingfor F. (C) Readingfor a. The traceof the symmetry possibleto check the refractive indices by the immersion
plane(010),is given to help visualizethe optical orientation.
Raysincidentto the cleavage
fragmentareshownstrikingedges
rather than face centersso that the orientationof the vibration Tablel. Summaryof refractometer
whichidentify
observations
directionscanbe betterillustrated.
the refractive indices and distinguish uniaxial from biaxial
crystals.
tometer ofers a simpler and less time-consumingmethod
of making refractive index measurementson minerals in
thin sections. However, one must work with a polished
thin section; but today, with the preparation of sections
for the electron microprobe, making of polished thin
sections has become routine.
The grain of the mineral for study is selectedusing the
petrographic microscope, the larger the grain the better,
tut it must present a minimum area of about I mm2. Any
grain of the mineral is acceptable,for its optical orientation with respect to the slide is unimportant. While

Unlaxlal: e> o (+); e< o (-).
V€ = 0o; Vo - 90o.
T'wo conatant readlngs.
One constant readlng (o) wlth v I 0o.
(or nlnlnm)
of varlable
readlng.
e 1s naxinun
Blaxlal.: ('r-B) > (B-c) (+); (r-B) < (8-c) (-).
blaxial).
one consli;ant readlng wlth V = oo (lndicates
B.
reading naxlmun' Yi mlnlnm
Varlable
c conatst.
readlng mxlmun' Y; nlnlmm o.
varlable
B constet.
y constant.
Varlabfe
readlng naxlnm'
B; nlnlmun a.
T'wovarlable readlngs (1nd1cate blaxlal)'
of louer readlng.
c 1s nlnlmm
y ia naxlnm
of hlgher readlng.
the nlnlnun
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Ttre maxlmm of the lower readlng r
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=
l
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posslblutles.
0
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s
For one, V
B 1s the readlng where v t/ 0o.
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method, but in all they agreed to within +0.003. In two
instances the refractometer-determined indices were
made on the same grains on which electron microprobe
analyseshad been made by Dr. David Walker of Harvard
University. One was of anorthite, which by microprobe
analysisgave9l.4VoAn. The refractiveindicesa: 1.576,
F = 1.583,7: 1.588,indicated,accordingto the chart of
Chayes (1952), 96Vo An. The other was an olivine for
which the microprobe analysis gave l4.6Vo Fa. The
refractive indices a : 1.661, P : 1.1680,y : l.7OO,
indicated, according to the chart of Bowen and Schairer
(1935),l5% Fa. These examplessuggestthat for some
purposesa simple $300instrument may be as effective in
yielding certain information as an elaborate $300.000
apparatus.
Determination

of refractive indices of immersion
liquids

The refractive indices of immersion liquids are subject
to changewith time and should be checked periodically.
The jeweler's refractometer offers a quick and easy
method of doing this. A drop of liquid on the hemicylinder, with or without an overlying mineral, will give its
own shadow edge and thus a reading of its refractive
index (see Fig. 2B). The highest reading obtainable on
most Abb€ refractometers, designed for the determination of the refractive indices of liquids, is 1.70.Using the
jeweler's refractometer, the range is extended to 1.80.
However, with a jeweler's refractomer employing a hemicylinder of chemically inert cubic zirconia, n : 2.16
(Hurlbut, l98l), the refractive indices of corrosive liquids
in the range 1.80-2.10can be measured.This refractometer also permits determination of the refractive index of
minerals as high as 2.08. Unfortunately, at present the
instrument is not commerciallv available.
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